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a ; Freestep is the software especially designed and 

developed for the in-depth and precise study of 

baropodometry, stabilometry, posture and biomechanics in 

motion 

Freestep, represents the highest innovation in terms of 

flexibility, functionality and reliability. The one and only 

single tool that handles many different acquisitions, which 

was previously possible just with multiple software 

applications. Freestep is intuitive and easy to use for 

anyone, from the most advanced multifunctional clinics to 

the lone specialist. 

The interactive modules allow customized configurations 

in order to obtain an analysis tool perfectly adaptable to 

individual needs. 

All integrated into a single database



freeStep 2.0 FSCS 
What's new 

New interface optimized for wide and touch 

Yo screens. 

"Close" and "Print" buttons, easy to access, ina 

fixed position, touch friendly, for any type of 

Data dinascita Altezza Peso Calzatua AltezalNC| | exam 
rT a 
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(Yj Acquisition of patient portrait for complete 

: registry management 

  

(Yj Preview exams for easy identification without 

opening the patient file   
Yj Ability to rotate, export and synchronize videos 

4 |



freeStep 2.0 
What's new 

  
Video tutorial 

Access to 

Helpdesk 

Direct access to the helpdesk 

from the main screen: fix 

appointments, recall, chat, e- 

mail 

educational.sensormedica.com 

to have all the scientific 

materials, video tutorials and 

access to webinar platforms 
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Global Report 

Polar chart summary for an 

immediate visualization of the 

patient's status with reference to 

all the exams performed



freeStep 2.0 
What's new — Exam comparison improved 

Dynamic 03/06/2014 20:32 v J) dynamic with video 25/09/2014 07:20 v 

Dynamic 03/06/2014 20:32 v J} bynamic with video 

Peedi 

without shoes 

DYNAMIC ANALYSIS, 

25/09/2014 07:20 

DYNAMIC ANALYSIS, 

During the dynamic analysis performed on the patient, Andrew Lindstrom, the following During the dynamic analysis performed on the patient, Andrew Lindstrom, the following 
was noted: was noted: 
The total area of the left foot (149 cm 2) is lower than the right (164 cm 2). The length of The total area of the left foot (152 cm 2) is higher than the right (134 cm 2). The length of 
the left footprint is 270 mm, that of the right is 270 mm. the left footprint is 300 mm, that of the right is 290 mm. 
The body's center of pressure (C) is moved on the left and backwards. The maximum 

it (P.Max) on the left foot is 1716 gr/cm? and on the right is 2040 gr/cm?. 
tribution between forefoot and rearfoot, in the left foot, is within the 

physiological values (forefoot = 62% - rear foot = 38%), while the right shows a rearfoot 
to forefoot distribution which does not conform to normal (forefoot = 66% - rear foot = h - rear foot = 31% 

i ribution of the load is as follows: on the left foot, is 52% on right (forefoot = 66% - rear foot = 34%). The lateral/medial distribution of the load is as 
i i follows: on the left foot, is 50% on lateral and 50% on medial, on the right foot is 53% 

on lateral and 47% on medial. 
The weight bearing time of the left foot was measured in 663ms for a total of 65 frames, 
for the right 661ms in 66 frames. During the frame 40 of the left foot there is the point of 
maximum load, whereas the right took place during the frame 26. 

maximum load, whereas the right took place during the frame 57.   

Footprint pressure 

comparison 

Possibility to compare the 

plantar pressure of static 

exam, dynamic exam, 

treadmill exam and 

sensorized insoles exam 

Exam reports 

comparison 

*freemed plate needed 

Possibility to compare the 

reports of the selected 

exams 
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Media file 

comparison 

Ability to compare photos 

and videos taken during the 

exams 

Numerical data 

comparison 

Possibility to compare the 

numerical values of the data 

acquired during the exams



freeStep 2.0 eiXfog 
What's new - freeMed 

EXAMS 

Static footprint graphics added in 

static "Footprint Analysis" for quick 

identification of the affected areas 

(Yj Graphical display completely revised 

and improved in dynamic analysis   

    

  

Gg Print preview always on the screen with 
the dedicated button     

    
          

 



freeStep 2.0 
What's new — Treadmill 

TREADMILL EXAM 

Graphic Interface for walking and running 

Diversified and intuitive graphics for walking / 

running, representative of Stance, Swing, 

Double time of support and Time of Flight 

Symmetry index 

symmetry index for Biomechanical 

Analysis and Morphological Analysis, 

grouped in different windows 

(Biomechanical Analysis / Footprint 

Analysis) 

Dashboard 

Intuitive dashboard dedicated to step- 

by-step speed in Footprint Analysis 
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freeStep 2.0 FSCS 
What's new - Treadmill 

TREADMILL EXAM 

Gait Line 
4 Gait Line visual representation in 

"Biomechanical Analysis" optimized 

for the new interface 
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freeStep 2.0 séxfor 
What's new - Treadmill 

TREADMILL EXAM 

Curves and Graphs 

Optimized curves and graphs for 

faster and more intuitive data reading 

  Dynamic dashboards 

Dynamic dashboards in exam reproduction mt a = ~~ ” 
mode for Surface, Load, Pmax, PMed and r | y 

Speed 

& 

A 

Efficiency Index 

Left and right load graphs superimposed : = NEE 

on video playback 

  
  

Run efficiency calculation and 

comparison with personalized efficiency 

index 

Left and right load graphs   
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